Friends,

Last Friday, Special Counsel John Durham’s new court filing revealed exactly what President Trump and Republicans have been saying for years now: the Left’s Russia collusion narrative was a hoax.

Trump was right. They spied on his campaign. But the story is actually much worse than we thought. The Clinton campaign didn’t just spy on Trump as he ran for president, they also spied on Trump after he was inaugurated as the 45th President.

**TWEET:** Trump was right, it was worse than we ever imagined

The new court filing reveals that political operatives and tech executives, paid by Clinton’s campaign, exploited their access to White House servers. They did this in order to spy on a sitting president with the goal of creating a “narrative” that he was colluding with Russia.

It’s clear now that from the very beginning this was a political witch hunt in search of a crime.

**VIDEO:** [White House dodges Durham probe question](#)

For more than four years, Americans were told over and over by corporate media that the Russia collusion story wasn't just true, but that democracy would die in darkness if we didn't believe them. When President Trump alleged that his campaign was spied on, the media couldn’t be bothered to investigate the claims. In fact, they doubled down on their absurdity. Some journalists even won Pulitzer prizes and other prestigious awards for reporting their disinformation narrative.

**TWEET:** Media, return your Pulitzers

Now, suddenly, the Russia hoax story is a subject the media wants to avoid at all costs. But this story must be told. Every American deserves answers that the media should have provided five years ago.
“This is maybe the biggest scandal in the history of American politics. Of course, a lot of mainstream media who pumped the Russia hoax story all those years don’t seem to want to cover it, but this is huge,” I said on Fox Business’ Evening Edit with Liz MacDonald.

The Durham investigation “is into some very interesting stuff that people have not known all this time,” I said, adding that it should not have taken five years for Americans to learn the truth.

“We’re going to find out on behalf of the American people what has happened.”

Introducing the HUNTER Act

Last week, Rep. Lauren Boebert and I introduced the Halting the Use of Narcotics Through Effective Recovery Act, otherwise known as the “HUNTER” Act.

TWEET: The HUNTER Act ensures that Biden can’t waste tax dollars on crack pipes

“The HUNTER Act is a means of encapsulating how ridiculous public policy can become when it's in the hands of the woke,” I told Fox News.

Recently, the Biden Administration got caught trying to provide crack pipes for drug addicts. The Washington Free Beacon reported that they wanted to spend $30 million on ‘smoking kits’ for vulnerable communities.

It’s a completely absurd policy that should have never seen the light of day. There is no way to justify spending taxpayer dollars to purchase and distribute drug paraphernalia. When the Biden Administration started feeling the heat, they backpedaled, calling the story “misinformation.”
“Whenever they are caught red-handed they use the phrase misinformation or disinformation to stop the American people from calling them out,” I said. “That’s what is happening.”

The Biden Administration can say that your money won’t be spent on this, but Rep. Boebert and I would rather not take their word for it. Just to be on the safe side, the HUNTER Act would ban federal taxpayer dollars from being used to fund any drug paraphernalia, crack pipes included.

READ: Republicans introduce ’HUNTER’ Act to ban taxpayer funds for crack pipes

VIDEO: White House dodges Durham probe question

Sincerely,

Dan Bishop
Member of Congress